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Students Are In Favor
Of Mayoralty Campaign;
Dewey, in 'Campus' Poll
U. S. Must Fight,
Is the Opinion
Of Voters
WANT ARMAMENT
For Socialized Medicine,
Trends Are Clear,
Few Uncertain
Maine students voted 20 to 1
in favor of a mayoralty cam-
paign in the third CAMPUS
poll of student opinion held last
Monday.
Results on questions asked were:
Belief in socialized medicine:
Yes 422 Uncertain 72 No 183
Mayoralty campaign
Yes 614 Uncertain 33 No 30
U. S. armament expansion
Yes 499 Uncertain 62 No 116
Belief in possibility of U. S.
neutrality in event of a
European war
Yes 213 Uncertain 60 No 404
Republican candidates for
U. S. president
Dewey 375 Taft 67 Vandenburg 86
From the 2 to 1 belief in the impos-
sibiility of the United States remain-
ing neutral in the event of a European
war, the question regarding rearma-
ment assumes importance. The fa-
voring of rearmament indicates de-
sire for military strength in a probable
war.
The heavy favor shown Dewey as
a candidate for president cannot be
taken as representative, since only
three men were named and a "write-
in" choice was granted. LaGuardia ,
received 20 choices. Others named
were Lodge, Martin, Borah, Bridges,
Barton, and Brewster.
Students appear to be in favor of
socialized medicine, voting 2-1 for it.
Many appear to be either uninformed
or undecided, however, according to
the large number of doubtful votes.
Thus Maine students appear to
want Dewey for president, favor in- '
creased armament expansion for the
United States, believe strongly that
the United States would not be able
to keep from joining another European
war, favor socialized medicine, and,
incidentally, desire a mayoralty cam-
p(icii
Girls Contest
For Watch
Seven Senior Women
Are Candidates For
Alumnae Award
Edna Louise Harrison, Elizabeth
Henry, Margaret Hoxie, Ferne Lunt,
Virginia Maguire, Ruth Pagan, and
Madge Stacy have been selected as
candidates for the Portland Alumnae
NVatch Award, presented annually by
the Portland Alumnae Club to the
girl who, in the opinion of the women
students and administration, has done
the most for the University during
her school years.
Edna Louise Harrison, who majors
in home economics, and is a member
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, has
been president of Neai Mathetai, is
president of All-Maine Women, and
is a member of the Y.W.C.A., the
Women's Forum, Campus board, and
was secretary of the Sophomore
Eagles.
Elizabeth Henry, who majors in
home economics, was a Sophomore
Eagle, a member of the All-Maine
basketball team, and was manager of
volleyball. She is a member of NV.
A.A., Y.W.C.A., Home Economics
Club, and was a member of the Prism
board.
Margaret Hoxie, a major in psy-
chology, and a member of Chi Omega
sorority. was a Sophomore Eagle.
She is president of W.A.A., a member
of the Y.W.C.A. and M.O.C. She
has been a member of W.S.G.A., cap-
tain of basketball and volleyball, and
tennis manager. She was class leader
her sophomore year.
Ferne I.unt, a major in English,
and member of Delta Delta Delta
sorority, is a member of Panhellenic
Council, Y.W.C.A., W.A.A., Arts
Club, and was the winner of the bad-
minton tournament, besides being a
member of the hockey, basketball,
volleyball and tennis teams.
Virginia Maguire majors in English
and is a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi. She has been president of the
Women's Forum, vice president of
Sophomore Eagles, secretary of her
class in her third year, Honorary
(Continued on Page Four)
1899 Publication, The Cadet'
Begets Modern 'Campus Paper
By Edith Jacobs
The Cadet, a monthly periodical
published by the students of the Uni-
versity of Maine, "would hardly do
credit to a preparatory school," stated
an editorial in the first issue of The
Maine COMPUS, explaining the re-
placement of 7:he Cadet by The Maine
Campus in the fall of 1899.
After devoting two years to clear-
ing The Cadet of debt, the student
journalists sent the following word
to the alumni :
"We are sending you a copy of
the first number of the Universi-
ty's new paper, The Campus
It is the aim of the editors to es-
tablish a live. newsy college jour-
nal Particular interest will be
paid to the alumni department
We are making these changes as
an experiment. If successful, the
hi-weekly form is but a step to-
wards establishing a live college
weekly here. "
On June 1, 1900, an editorial stated,
"The editors of The Campus have
every reason to congratulate them-
selves upon the loyal support the col-
lege paper is receiving from both stu-
dents and alumni." A change over the
whole campus from the former lack
of scluol spirit was predicted.
7 he Campus in its original form
was nimpai able to our recent fresh-
man paper. The first of its dozen
pages was dominated by a masthead
bearing the names of six editors, two
business managers, and no reporters.
Raw material was garnered from the
student body at large. Although the
stories published were not written ac-
cording to present-day journalistic
ideals, it was hardly noticeable as it
was well in keeping with the "prospe-
rous university of 360 students" style
of 1901. The still-Victorian mind
didn't care if the front page of a
newspaper was devoted to wordy edi-
torials. It did not object to searching
among the advertisements for scraps
of news, unguided by headlines.
1905 saw The Campus a weekly
with its front page given over to news,
mostly sports. Chance nouns even then •
served as substitutes for headlines.
Gradual change brought about thisj
headline thriller in 1911:
Accident in Winslow Hall
Water-pipe Burst and
Considerable Damage Done
An enlarged Campus, printed with
three columns instead of two, made its
debut May 6, 1913. The stories more
nearly approached modern news story
form, and a wed, later the first pyra-
mid headine appeared.
Maine's Chances for
State Meet Look
Dubious
But Coach Smith Says, "Don't hang
Out the Crepe Before You Know
Whose Door To Hang It On"
That fall somebody got bold and
wrote a double column headline:
Yale Held To Scoreless Tie
Maine's Rush Line Outplays Yale—
Cobb Makes 21-yd. Gain
1914 marked several important
changes in the paper. For financial
reasons it was again published weekly
instead of semi-weekly, but it was
printed on larger sheets with five
columns rather than three. Evident
attempts at more professional journal-
ism were made. A notice printed on
October 9 of that year announced,
(Continued on Page Four)
Women Debaters Going South
Eleanor Crockett, Gertrude Tondreau, and Marjorie Moulton, who will leave Sunday morning with Dr.
and Mrs. Howard L. Runion on an extensive debate trip in the south.
Crockett, Moulton, Tondreau Depart
On Two Weeks Debate Tour in South
By Alma Hansen
Eleanor Crockett, Gertrude Ton-
dreau, and Marjorie Moulton will leave
Sunday morning with Dr. and Mrs.
Howard L. Runion for an extensive
debate tour in the south. Debates are
scheduled with colleges in New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the
Virginias, while a sightseeing trip is
planned in Washington. The group
%sill return to Maine on April 7.
On Monday, March 27, Moulton and
Crockett will meet the University of
Newark. They will take the negative
side of the question: Resolved: That
the United States and Great Britain
should form an alliance.
The next day Tondreau and Crockett
will debate before a student assembly
at the College of the City of New York
on the affirmative side of the question,
Resolved: That the United States gov-
erment should cease the expenditure of
public funds for the purpose of stimu-
lating business.
On March 29 all three of the girls
will debate at Upsala College, F.ast
Orange, N. J., on the question: Re-
solved: That a British-American alli-
ance would promote world peace. Fol-
lowing that they will leave for Vir-
ginia by way of Washington, spending
the evening of March 30 sightseeing
there.
Tondreau and Moulton will take the
affirmative side of the "pump-priming"
question against Lynchburg College,
Lynchburg, Va., on March 31 and on
Monday afternoon, April 3, Tondreau
and Crockett will uphold the same
question against West Virginia Wes-
leyan at Buckhannon.
Monday evening Tondreau and
Moulton will meet the West Virginia
University at Morgantown on the af-
firmative side of the question, Re-
solved: That the United States should
follow a policy of isolation towards
all nations involved in international or
civil conflict outside the western hem-
isphere.
From Pitt to Syracuse
On April 4 Moulton and Crockett
will carry on a cross question debate on
the alliance question with the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh debaters. From
there they will go to Syracuse Univer-
sity where Crockett and Tondreau will
debate on the same question on April
5, after which they will leave for
Maine.
Eleanor Crockett, a senior and a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
spent her junior year abroad with the
Delaware Foreign Study group, receiv-
ing her superior degree ruin laude from
the Sorbonne in 1938. She is program
chairman of the French Club, social
chairman of Balentine Hall, a member
of the Debating club, and has been on
the dean's list for the oast four years.
Gertrude Tondreau, a junior and also
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi, is
president of the French Club, secretary
of the Spanish Club, and is on the
All-Maine reserve hockey team. She is
a member of the Y.W.C.A. cabinet,
Women's Forum, varsity debating
team, and the Prism board.
Marjorie Moulton, a French major,
is a member of the intercollegiate de-
bating group, Women's Forum, and
Y.W.C.A. cabinet. She is treasurer of
the French club, secretary of the debat-
ing club, and is also a member of the
Spanish club.
Tech Seniors Leave
On Inspection Trip
Sixty-six technology seniors left
this week for the annual college in-
spection tour of industrial plants in
Boston and vicinity. Headquarters
for the party have been in the Hotel
Bellevue since Monday. The last in-
spection will be tomorrow.
Itinerary for civil and mechanical
engineering departments includes elev-
en inspections. Electrical and chemi-
cal engineering students, including
pulp and paper technology, have nine
visits to report.
Some of the visits will be to the
Geological Survey branch office, Fore
River Ship Yard, Cambridge Water-
works, Charleston Navy Yard, Bos-
ton Gear Works, Watertown Arse-
nal, M.I.T. Laboratories, Boston Var-
nish Company, American Sugar Re-
fining Company, New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company, and
WEEI Broadcasting Station.
Although the tour runs into spring
vacation, observation reports must be
in before April 10.
(Continued on Page Four)
Weatherbee Awarded
Government Fellowship
Arteinus E. Weatherbee, a major
in the Department of History and
Government, of the class of 1939, has
been appointed an interne in the fede-
ral government under the sponsorship
of the National Institute of Public
Affairs. Weatherbee received defi-
nite notice of his appointment from
Frederick N. Davenport, president of
the Institute, this week. Ile is one of
fifty college seniors chosen annually
to serve in governmental departments
of their choice in Washington. His
interneship will begin on September
18, 1939, and lasts until the first of
June, 1940.
Mr. Weatherbee is the second Uni-
versity of Maine student to receive
this honor. George Ilitchings, a ma-
jor in economics, served an interne-
ship under the Federal Reserve Board
in 1936-37, and is at present employed
by that agency.
Annual Open House
Announced by Kent
The third annual Open House, car-
ried on in the Colleges of Technology
and Agriculture designed to acquaint
outsiders with the work, will be held
April 15, Prof. Benjamin C. Kent,
general chairman of the committee,
announced this week.
All high school students in the
state are invited in the afternoon,
1 :00-5:30. The evening program,
7:00-10:30, will be open to the general
public.
The committee at present working
on the plans expects that part of the
afternoon program, as well as the
evening one, will be broadcast over
the radio, as in previous years.
The following are members of the
committee: Prof. Benjamin C. Kent,
general chairman; Prof. Charles B.
Crofutt and Prof. Clarence C. Ben-
nett, physics; Prof. Alpheus C. 1.yon,
civil engineering; Prof. William J.
(Continued on Page Four)
Many Students Attend
First Zo Club Meeting
The first meeting of the Biology
Club was held last Saturday afternoon
in Coburn Hall for the purpose of or-
ganizing its objectives and talking
over future plans for the club. Twen-
ty-five students and graduate fellows
were present.
This new club is for all students
interested in biology as a SCienCe, and
is not limited to colleges. It is in-
tended to be composed of all the stu-
dents of biology, zoology, botany, en-
tomology, pre-medical, pre-dental,
wild life, bacteriologists, etc.
At this first meeting, presided over
by George Risman, the following ob-
jectives were brought forth: (1) To
broaden attitudes on new theories of
scientific interest; (2) To stimulate
interest in student's own field; (3)
To hold an open house in Coburn
Hall; (4) To have seminars; (5) To
have field trips for practical experi-
ence; (6) To have semester dues.
For the next meeting the following
committee was appointed: John De-
(Continued on Page Four)
Doten Interviewed
For Maine Campus
"There lia‘c been tremendous chan-
ges in the physical plant of the Uni-
versity since I was here in 1923,"
declared Henry L. Doten, recently
appointed business manager of the
University in an interview for the
Campus yesterday.
"The site of Stevens Hall was just
a muddy pile of clay then," said the
1923 alumnus. "We had no Alumni
Memorial Gymnasium nor indoor
field."
Crosby Laboratory, Rogers, Mer-
rill, and Colvin halls added since, have
greatly increased the beauty of the
campus, he stated.
When asked to compare the actions
and attitudes of the present-day Maine
student with those of students sixteen
years ago, the former State Highway
engine
o
er said h
any 
e has not as yet had Fifty-six Athletes Receive M's,tinie t note similarities or differ- 
ences.
He did say, however, that the engi-
neers turned out by the University in
recent years seem to be able to adapt
themselves more easily and quickly
to their jobs than the graduates seve-
ral years ago. Whether this fact may
be attributed to better training or more
intelligent students, Mr. Doten was
not prepared to say.
(Continued on Page Four)
Sandburg On Campus,
Giving Original Program
In Mem. Gym. This Eve.
Contributors' Club
Presents Noted
Poet at 7:30
HAD ACTIVE LIFE
Carl Sandburg
. . is to present a program of songs
and readings tonight at 7:30 in the
Memorial Gymnasium.
Farm and Home
Week In March
Plan Special Program
For Group Coming
To U. of Maine
The thirty-third annual Farm and
Home Week will be held on the Maine
campus from March 27 to March 30.
Front the opening Art Gallery Tour
at 2 p.m. on Monday, March 27, to
the last waltz of the Farm and Home
NVeek dance Thursday evening, March
30, the program will be crowded with
talks and discussions for both men and
women connected with the Maine Farm
Bureau Federation, the Maine State
Grange, the Federation of Women's
Clubs, and other organizations.
Many separate meetings will be in
progress during the day, and special
programs have been arranged for each
evening. The Monday night program
will include a welcome by Dean Arthur
1.. Deering, genial generalities by
George Gillette and a talk on Modern
Witchcraft by Edward E. Chase, presi-
dent of the University of Maine board
of Trustees.
Tuesday evening an address by A. J.
Glover, editor of Hoard's Dairyman,
will be given, and the award of certifi-
cates to two outstanding homemakers
and two outstanding farmers of Maine
%%ill be made by President Hauck.
Wednesday evening will be Grange
Night with Hartley Stewart, lecturer
of the Maine State Grange, presiding.:
On Thursday evening the Annual
Farm and Home Week banquet with
Governor Lewis 0. Barrows, Presi-
dent Arthur A. Ilauck, and Richard
Hallett, of Boothbay Harbor, as
speakers, will be held.
'Laureate of Industrial
America' Favors
Free Verse
By Albert Toner
Carl Sandburg, the famous
American poet, will present a
program of songs and readings
from his own works, under the
auspices of the Contributors'
Club, tonight at 7:30 in the Me-
morial Gymnasium.
Mr. Sandburg, who was born and
educated in Galesburg, Illinois, is a
veteran of the Spanish War. In the
course of an active life, his occupa-
tions have ranged from driving a
milk-wagon to managing the adver-
tising in a department store. His
active social and political interests
have more recently found expression
in his staff work for the Chicago
Daily News and other journals in
Milwaukee and Chicago.
Carl Sandburg's favorite poetic me-
dium is free-verse, a form which he
has developed in the tradition of Walt
Whitman. Half-realist and half-ro-
manticist, the poet has been called an
"emotional democrat," and the "lau-
reate of industrial America." The
language which he employs is simple,
natural, and at times dependent upon
slang phraseology. His poetry reach-
es a wide popular audience.
Best Known Poems
Among his best-known single poems
r are "Chicago" (1914), rhythmic and
powerful, "Fog" (1916), delicately
I imagistic, the romantically philosophi-
cal "Cool Tombs" (1916), and
"Grass" (1917), an early manifesta-
tion of the anti-wai attitude which
the ex-soldier also expresses in "A.
E.F." and other works.
In 1904 a brief collection of verses
appeared. 1914 marked the acclaimed
appearance of 'Chicago" and other
poems in the magazine Poetry. After
that came Cornhuskers (1918), Smoke
and Steel (1920), Slabs of the Sun-
burnt West (1922), and Good Morn-
ing, America (1928).
Mr. Sandburg has also written chil-
dren's stories, biographies, notably his
Abraham Lincoln, The Prairie Years,
and he has made an important collec-
tion of American ballads, symbolic of
the interest in music which has led
him to include guitar-playing in his
lecture programs.
The spirit of Mr. Sandburg's work
is suggested in the title of a poem
published in 1916—/ Am the People,
The Mob. Here is an expression of
the "emotional democracy" which has
i.,titributed to his fame.
Music Night Program
Held Here Last Friday
Sophomores Approach Record
In computing the number of varsity
letter awards made March 17 at the
recognition banquet with those made
earlier in the season, it was found that
a total of sixty-four "M's'' have been
conferred in major sports at the Uni-
versity of Maine so far this year. Con-
sidering the fact, licn,vever, that eight
men won letters in two sports, the
number of individual letter winners
reaches only fifty-six.
The annual presentation of Music
As the result of a count taken
Night was held in the I.ittle Theatre
among the four classes, it was dis-
Friday evening, March 17. The In- that the seniors and juniors
grain was followed by a stag dance had tied for first place, each class
with music by the Freshman Swing
Band. boasting ninetee
n winners. The soph-
Music Night, which was founded at
?the University of Maine about ten
years ago, is the only organization of its
kind in Maine. Its purpose is to review
the year's activities in the campus mus-
ical organizations, and to emphasize
individual talent.
An association of representatives
from every musical group was in
charge of the presentation, taking the
place of the musical fraternity, which total of eighteen. Nine "M's" went
formerly has been at the head, to members of the winter sports team.
omores came a close second with six-
teen, while the freshmen managed to
sneak off with two letters, both in
winter sports.
Among the various sports, the lar-
gest number of letters were given out
in varsity football, twenty-six in all.
Eleven varsity basketball men re-
ceived letters, while cross country and
indoor track men together amassed a
While reviewing the personnels of
the different teams, it was noted that,
of the twenty-six football men who re-
ceived letters, twelve were seniors,
eight were juniors, and six were soph-
omores. In cross country, letters went
to four juniors and four sophomores.
The varsity track team closed the sea-
son with three senior, four junior, and
three sophomore letter winners, while
in winter sports the awards went to
three juniors, four sophomores, and
two freshmen. The seniors dominated
the basketball team with six of them
winning their "M's," followed by
two juniors and three sophomores.
The only inajiir athletic awards
now remaining are those which will
he made in baseball and spring track
the latter part of next May. It can
be seen from the above figures that.
although the sophomore athletes have
not yet had one year in which to prove
their worth, they have earned almost
as many letters as either the juniors
or seniors. Just how the spring
awards will affect the present class
standings in letter winners is a sub-
ject for speculation.
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An American Success Story
The nomination of William 0. Douglas to the Supreme Court
is a typical American success story. Despite our reputation for
being a country of equal opportunity, America can boast of fewer
examples than is commonly supposed. Although Douglas' mete-
oric rise seems to be the exception rather than the rule, it is a
splendid commentary on his intellectual power and unfaltering
industry. He has crowded into his forty years a sound legal knowl-
edge and valuable practical experience. After graduating from
a small Western college, he became editor of the Columbia Law
Review while working his way through Columbia Law School.
Soon after, at Yale, he became Sterling Professor of Law, reputed
to be the highest paid position on the faculty. Three years ago
he was appointed to the Securities and Exchange Commission by
President Roosevelt. A year later he was made chairman of the
commission. And now, if his appointment is confirmed (and it
appears assured), he will reach the summit of a lawyer's ambi-
tion at the unusually youthful age of forty.
Mr. Douglas' appointment gives the Court a definitely liberal
majority which represents rather closely the political attitude of
President Roosevelt. If the President should have the oppor-
tunity to make another Supreme Court appointment before Jan-
uary, 1941, as now seems likely, he will have the unusual privilege
of naming a majority of the bench himself. His record of ap-
pointments to date would seem to make his stubborn and
obnoxious fight for the unsound "court packing" bill a needless
loss of prestige.
CORRESPONDENCE
(The correspondence columns of The Campus are open to the public on pertinent
subjects, and letters are welcomed All letters should be signed with the author's real
name, but a pen some will be used in publication of the letter if desired. The ideas
stated in these columns are not neces:crily those of The Campus and should not be 
no
considered. The editor resenes the right to withhold any letter or a part at say senor.)
The Editor
The Maine Campus
Orono, Maine
Dear Sir:
Your "Looney Ludlow" editorial re-
flects the growing disillusionment in
the minds of many people who sin-
cerely hoped that this country would
stay out of all future wars, after the
bitter lesson of the last one. Evi-
dently you, at least, are prepared to
shoulder your musket and go along
with the rest of those who have had
their compulsory drill at this institu-
tion to fight and die in a war that
some "patriotic" Congress will de-
clare to save our grand democracy.
This is to inform you that there are
some few of us who still believe that
there is nothing we have that can be
preserved by killing some other poor
fools who have been sent out in some
other war machine for some other
hopeless cause. That ought to be the
lesson of the last war, hut psi-haps )ou
do not agree Perhaps we will he
sucked in again, but why you. Mr.
Editor, and why the rest of the fel-
lows and girls on this campus?
Sure—democracy is worth dying
for—but not worth killing for. And
I have not yet seen this perfect de-
mocracy, as you evidently have not,
too. Nor is this such a perfect gov-
ernment, such a grand American so-
ciety—maybe worth dying to make
better, but never killing to make
worse.
This means that I welcome a Lud-
low Amendment in order to have a
small chance to protest the declara-
tion of the next war. Perhaps there
will be some others, too, who think
that any war is pretty stupid and fu-
tile. Surely, even an imperfect democ-
racy ought to give a minority a chance
to speak! After that, take your war-
ships and planes that you have paid
for instead of education and public
improvement, take your machine guns
and gas that preserve our peace, and
do your killing and dying. I won't
be there.
Sincerely yours.
Howard M. Goodwin, '38
Sororities Elect Bickford, NOTICE
Steinmetz, and Jewett There will be an Agricultural
Priscilla Bickford, Virginia Jewett,
and Margaret Steinmetz have been
elected presidents of Alpha Omicron
Pi, Pi Beta Phi, and Phi Mu sorori-
ties, respectively, It was announced
this week.
Other officers are:
Alpha Omicron Pi: Mat gars.
Hauck, vice president; Virginia Pease,
recording secretary ; Elizabeth Emery.
treasurer.
Pi Beta Phi: Marion White, vice
president ; Charlotte White, secretary ;
Mary Curran, treasurer; Katherine
True, social chairman.
Phi Mu : Edna Adams, first vice
president ; Elizabeth Mosher. second
vice president ; Alice Smith, secre-
tary; Emily Blake, treasurer.
I Club meeting tonight at 33 Win-
slow Hall at 7 p.m. Newly
elected members to Alpha Zeta
will be tapped at the meeting.
Entertainment will consist of
moving pictures of the Maine
D.H.I.A. Field Day held at
Highmoor Farm last summer.
Sophomore liop will be held April
7 with Mal Hallett's orchestra play-
ing. The committee in charge is
I.awrence Kelley, chairman, Hilda
Rowe. Virginia Jewett, George Grant,
and Samuel Tracy.
The colors for decorations are green
and white, the class colors. The pro-
grams will be of stiff crinkly card-
beard with the Maine seal on the
1 CAMPUS CHATTER
By Mimi
Now that comprehensives are but
ghosts from the deep, we suggest that
the libe include the classified section
in their reading room copy of the
Neu, York Times. Seeing the gals
in the smoking room at Balentine
teaching each other new steps on
Monday noon, we wondered if perhaps
they hadn't read the half column un-
der the "Help Wanted" (of same New
York Times) asking for dancing in-
structors. Yeah, we read them too.
Ever since we can remember we
have adored Carl Sandburg, but
, frankly we were not looking forward
to seeing him—you know like the fel-
low who thought about how well he
had hit his exam only to discover a
D on his paper—realities upset fan-
tasies and spoil forevermore (Un-
quote the Raven). In other words,
at the point where a dream becomes
a reality, the law of diminishing re-
turns sets in (Mr. Burt, please cor-
rect). But, as per custom, we were
wrong. We found him so absolutely
fascinating that we even let him au-
tograph his Yes—The People we had
just borrowed—"kid-stuff," we know.
Spring might legally be here, but
there are too many stray people float-
ing around for it to have actually ar-
rived.
The other night, finding ourself in
the mood for reading, we slid through
Frank someone or other's The Elder
Sister, which is not too bad if you
slide quickly. We pondered over the
line "She shook the reverie from her
hair." It reminded us of not only
Larry Clinton (far-fetched, we agree)
but of stark realities—mainly students
at eight o'clock classes.
A young lawyer (Maine '3,3) intro-
duced a certain professor at a meeting
one evening, with a pun to asphixiate
all puns. "May I present Mr. Cog-
gleshall," he said, as ignorant as ig-
norant as ignorance, "who I know will
give a Cockershow."
CRACKS AROUND CAMPUS
She to him: Yeah, that tie is swell,
The green matches your eyes, the red
your cheeks, and the black matches
the two black eyes I'm going to give
the girl that sold it to you.
Outside Stevens: Gosh, what a fall
I just took. %Veil, that's what I get
or chasing boys—always fall one way
or another.
In the Maples: Sure, he asked me
to marry him—but I'm holding out
for a bigger wedding. (Ed. note—
Ah ! The folly of youth.)
In the bookstore: Gee, if I had
Rockefeller's money, I'd still be rich-
er. I've still got a dollar of my own.
In the frat: Don't be silly, Bill.
The only way you'd be able to raise
.iny money is by raising $2's to $20's.
Fraternity man to Radio man: I
don't care what you do, but please
-tink before you tinker."
Outside the libe: Ah, Joe, isn't
It a glorious night. See the moon
and all that paraphanalia.
Might we suggest a course in the
Art of Social Fibbing—the telling of
a complimentary untruth to a person
who, though knowing it to be an un-
truth, accepts it as a truth. We have
come to the amazing conclusion that
social fibbing is necessary in our
complex society, and he who is foolish
enough not to indulge in it might just
as well join the island of lost souls.
We have a friend whose favorite
song is "You're the One Rose." He
heard an amateur sing it at the Park
Theatre one night and couldn't sleep
for a week. He heard the swing band
play it one day, and his insomnia last-
ed a fortnight. We had to give away
our record of Bing Crosby's rendition
of the song. A man cats go just so
many days without slecp—antl far
be it from us—
Dear Aunt Jenny:
He's tall, dark, handsome. bright,
and oh, so horribly nice that my heart
rolls like ass electric fan every time
I see him.
Please tell me how a nice girl like
myself goes about meeting him.
Anxious
Dear Anxious:
If you would reinft this Advais'
name, address, and telephone number
and gise us two weeks time, then we
would answer you through the voice
of experience.
Aunt Jenny
And might we take this opportunity
II wish you a happy home-going and
.1 merry vacation—the mosta to the
During spring vacation, Dr. A.
Douglas Glanville, of the psychology
department, will attend the American
Psychology meeting at Bryn Mawr
College, near Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania.
' The University of Minnesota has
opened a "conversation laboratory" in
which students and faculty member*
conduct conversations which are re-
covers. , corded for later study. (A.C.P.)
By Mary Oberly
Behind the Ballots, by James A. Far-
ley, is not only the candid autobiogra-
phy of a great politician but a defense
of the policies and methods of the pres-
ent administration. Within the frame-
work of a biographical outline, Mr.
Farley has utilized every opportunity
to present, with obvious sincerity, the
Democratic view of events of the past
eight years.
Its the chapter headed F. D. R., Far-
ley has discussed the personality of the
president and what are termed his "hu-
inane views." The "Boss" is praised in
such a way as to squelch forever ru-
mors of serious disagreement between
Farley and the head of his party.
In discussing the 1936 election, Far-
ley gives the credit for victory, not to
Isis own political skill, but to the faith
of the voters in New Deal measures.
In his own story of the election he ap-
pears as a sincere upholder of Roose-
velt policies as well as the practised
politician with the welfare of his party
at heart.
Essentials of a Campaign
Farley explains the methods that
have canted him his reputation as a
political wizard. An organization, a
smoothly running machine, appears to
be an essential to a successful cam-
paign. Farley has found personal su-
pervision and endless letter writing the
best way of perfecting this organiza-
tion.
In his first venture into politics at
Grassy Point, New York, Farley found
letter writing the best method of se-
curing good will and, consequently,
votes. In the 1936 canspaign, 2,500
Democratic leaders in all parts of the
Country received personal letters from
their National Chairman asking about
local conditions. And Farley adds,
"the majority were known to me per-
sonally."
Integrity and trustworthiness are es-
sential to political success, according
to Mr. Farley. Again and again he
emphasizes that trickery and dishon-
esty in politics lead to inevitable down-
fall. If a matt cannot be trusted to
stick to his word, he is dropped from
the ranks.
The book provides an inside view of
the national events of the past few
years witls interesting side lights on
the leading political figures. Al Smith,
Landon, Hoover, Robinson, Garner—
are all shrewdly characterized.
Harvard University students are ap-
proximately two inches taller than
the average undergraduate at mid-
western universities. (A.C.P.)
Fifty-four per cent of Drake Uni-
versity's students enrolled because the
Des Moines institution has "an out-
standing college of commerce."
(A.C.P.)
• 
Actor Fred Stone is touring Flori-
da with a play whose cast is made
up of Rollins College students.
(A.C.P.)
• 
Radcliffe College women have taken
to pipe smoking during their examina-
tion week. (A.C.P.)
One in every six evening college
students at the University of Cincin-
nati is a college graduate. (A.C.P
IR A ID II 4D
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By Virginia Pease
Hello, Radio Fans—Again we're
urging you to listen to our Thursday
evening broadcast. Remember, it's at
7:00—our last broadcast before spring
vacation, so don't miss it. This week
University students will tell you what
is going on here over the Maine Cam-
pus news broadcast. Dave Astor will
be on the air again, giving us the
Sports Review,
Last Thursday evening you heard
Eleanor Look, Rachel Kent, Isfarthon
Tolman, and Bill Treat. Dave Astor
gave his sports announcements, and
Beth, Skip, and Ruth, the three sing-
ing girls, gave us a little "Sleepy Time
Down South."
The Sunday night broadcast, under
the supervision of Mr. Delwin Dusen-
berry, instructor in Radio Speaking,
included a novel program last week.
The three romance language clubs pre-
sented songs and skits. Bud Godwin
was the announcer.
Songs, including a solo by June
Bridges, were sung during the broad-
cast by the German Club, while the
Spanish and French clubs presented
short plays.
The Spanish Club presented a play,
"Ferdinand, the Bull," written by Lu-
cille Fogg, a senior majoring in ro-
mance languages. Those taking part
in the play were Louis Thibodeau,
Carl Blom, Bud l Godwin, Frances Vi-
olette, and Lucille Fogg.
"Surprise d'Isidora," a one-act com-
edy, was given by the French Club.
Elaine Franck, Eleanor Crockett, Ger-
trude Tondreau, Louis Thibodeau, and
Gerard Goulette took part.
Dr. Louis A. Vigneras, instructor in
Romance Languages, and Dr. John F.
Klein, associate professor of German,
were interviewed by William Clifford
at the end of the program.
Huddilston Will Address
Eleven Alumni Groups
Dr. J. Homer Huddilston, professor
of Ancient Civilization and lecturer
on Art History, leaves Orono next
Monday to attend and speak at eleven
alumni meetings in the North Atlantic
and Middle Western states. This will
be one of the most extensive trips a
faculty member has ever made to ad-
dress University of Maine alumni.
He will meet with associations in
Worcester, Schenectady, Syracuse,
Rochester, Buffalo, Detroit, Cleve-
land, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Washing-
ton, D. C., and Allentown, Pa.
Last week four alumni meetings
were held in Hartford, New York,
Philadelphia, and Baltintore. Presi-
dent Hauk was the chief speaker at
the first three meetings and Alumni
Secretary Crossland attended and
spoke at all four. Miss Marion Mar-
tin, '34, of Bangor, now 'mice chairman
of the National Republican Commit-
tee, was also a speaker at the New
York dinner.
A San Diego State College student
works Isis way through college by
working nights changing the adver-
tising cards in San Diego's buses,
street cars, and ferries. (A.C.P.)
University of Kansas hiss a new type
of popularity contest. Students are
voting to select an intelligence queen.
(A.C.P.)
No writhe, no jig, no squirm
Thsre was a young fellow named Tilsit
Whose wiggles and squirm.; did delight owl
But our paper cc ports
lie ,sou' 1410f Arrow shorts
And no more doer he dance Bite St. Vitus?
ARROW SHORTS have no
chafing center seam . .
they're roomier. .. and San-
forized-Shrunk, fabric
shrinkage less than 1%. Get
yours today.
65c up. Tops, 50c.
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
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'-'STRANGE INTERLUDES,-----1
By University Snoops
I.
March 23 and—in.sicad of showering Easter eggs, we'll shower a few con-
gratulations First to JERRY WATSON and MAL LORING DOT
TIE WING and GEORGE NYSTROM—you guess why  next to
PHEOBE and NORM who will join the June newly-weds and to
PRISCILLA and MARGARET on their new presidencies; PRISCILLA
is going to represent A 0 Pi in California, too the practice house crowd
was in full swing at the dance Friday night, sons eencouragement for the
next group with PATTY, HILDA, and ANNA, MARG in the in-
firmary over the week-end half the competition IOW gone the week-end
seems to have been too much for an muftil lot of people FAITH SHE-
SONG was up for an elongated week-end, wasn't she, JIM? MITCHELL
is in the background now GRACE, STEWART, CATES, and BURKE
plan big things for Boston, we hear no April showers for PETTER-
SON; he prefers GALES....ROBERTSON and RILEY taking in show
during vacation, is it another budding romance? in the Irish Minstrels'
floor show mention was made of DOUGHERTY turning over a new
LEAFE; wasn't OIINESORGE there? speaking of the Arts Club,
they were mixed up on another little item this DAL and DOTTY busi-
ness at HAAILIN'S house was pointkss SQUEEZE got some beautiful
roses for her birthday how about a little more action on the matter of
a campus night club, students comprehensives certainly accounted for a
lot of mighty celebrations BILL GILMAN, our ace trackster, is driv-
ing to Florida to see his one and only—rumor has it she's beautiful, why don't
you bring her around, BILL—just try it! after vacation a now program
is to be launched (without champagne) including interviews with students
Oil the dating system, short sketches of campus characters, prophecies for
new romances (help prod things along here) Nice vacation to you!
Meet lots o' new people; don't break too many hearts; don't hang too many
pins, because, after all, it's only ten days. See you at Ricker 
Fred P. Loring, director of short
THE RATTLER I courses, will speak before Androscog-
gin Pomona Grange at Greene, Maine,
April 5. "New Methods in Agricul-
tural Education" is the subject of
Mr. Loring's talk.
By Al and Don
Life seems to be one gol darned
thing after another. First we oversleep
a class, and then the Dean calls us in.
But the Dean didn't call us in because
we cut a class; as a matter of fact, he
didn't know anything about it; the
whole affair was just a coincidence,
and I regret to say, not a happy one.
The Dean, it seems, wanted to know if
it were true that we didn't have a co-ed
on the campus to call a friend. We
admitted it was true. But we told the
Dean that there were plenty Of other
things we could call them. We didn't
bother to tell him what those things
were. But that's a different story.
Commencement is not so far away
Mr some of us, which is a good thing
'my hen we think of the very good ban
that we will undoubtedly have for the
'lop.
By now we are thoroughly seniors.
We all have swallowed our comprehen-
sives like good boys and girls (inci-
dentally some of those gulps of knowl-
edge cats prove indigestible, can't
they?) and we await the coming of
spring. Alt. We're thinking of going
to Bermuda this vacation. Every year
at this time we think of going to Ber-
muda. We picture ourselves pedaling
around the chalky isle munching a
mango or whatever., and followed by a
corps of native retainers. As we trek
across desert wastes (you cats see the
iiicture isn't always very clear) our
hearts are captivated by the song of
the jungle.
And %% Iwo ‘‘e onne home ue have a
uiniderful tall. Ni mw 110W dill we get
all those ideas about Bermuda? We
mu,t have read prejudiced textb44:,un
There will be a meeting at the Beta
House, Thursday, March 23, at 10 p.m.
tor all those interested in the men's
M.O.C. ski trip t6 Mount Katandin,
April 1, 2. and 3.
Boston University's varsity debat-
ing team has been commissioned good
will representatives of Massachusetts
by Gov. Saltonstall. (A.C.P.)
The ea?th is 13,900,000,000 years
old, according' to Dr. Alois F. Kova-
1, Yale University physicist.
(A.C.P.)
Approximately one-half of the stn./
dents that enter college each year will
not graduate. (ACP)
the subject when we were its the grades.
You know, last spring we didn't get
to L'ertnuda in spite of our best imagin-
ings. We went to the opera instead.
Gee, the opera was swell and so were
our scats but we got scalped on the
tickets and we didn't get any tan that
vacation.
If we had gone to Bermuda, we
would have had a tan ii it hadn't have
rained. We know a girl who is nice
who went to Bermuda but it rained.
She said it rained and poured so that
she didn't get to see the natives or the
bicycles or anything, but she did say
something about a bar, a gorgeous bar,
as she put it, anti somehow there was
some prietry to it. She will always
hat e something to hold in her heart.
But she didn't get a tan because it
rained.
Are Yee A Jitterbug Perforce?
Rumor has it that tight, creeping,
..•erwl pinching shorts are largely responsible
for jitterbug gyrations.
Settle back m' hearties into a comfort-
able pair of Arrow Shorts, no scams to
bind and more room to park. Arrows are expertly
tailored of durable fabrics, and completely Sanfor-
ized Shrunk (fabric shrinkage less than 120.
Shorts .. . 65c
Tops . . 50c
ARROW UNDERWEAR
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By Erwin E. Cooper
"Fred Hoey, the favorite baseball announcer of New England Sports
Fans, is no longer to broadcast the Boston Major League baseball games,"
said a dispatch sent out to all of the New England newspapers last week.
"Fred Hoey, a veteran of many years before the mike, as sound a baseball
announcer or commentator as there is in the country, is no longer to greet us
with that cheery "Good afternoon, baseball fans, this is Fred Hoey speaking
to you from Fenway Park."
The reasons for Hoey's surprising dismissal (as given by the radio sta-
tion) said that a new sponsor had been procured for the broadcast, and, since
Hoey had already worked for other sponsors, it was deemed inadvisable for
the commercial sponsor to use him again this year.
That is the reason that was given for the firing of one of the most
talented veteran sports announcers on the radio.
Is this justification for removing Fred Hoey from the ether wavesl Let's
look at the case. Just a year ago, of tcr Fred Hoey had worked on a com-
mercial program for the first time, a new sponsor took over and decided to
use a new voice to fill Fred's position. .Following the announcement of the
decision, such a cry went up from New England Fandom that the sponsor
reversed its decision and Hoey was brought back to broadcast another year.
It is probable that a like situation will again develop. John Public knows
what he wants and, regardless og any sponsor's opinions, he will send up a
cry that will certainly not promote the good will for a product that a com-
pany is seeking to foster through radio advertising.
Hoey has been doing as satisfactory a job as any baseball announcer in
the country. He understands baseball. He knows its stategy. He knows
the players. He does not conform to the general pattern of sports announcers;
no, he has a style far better; he's got that informal conversational friendly
voice that will always be remembered by his many friends who do not know
him personally, but who used to look forward to his daily visits via radio.
If the said sponsor really wishes to promote good will, it would do well
to reconsider its former action.
Even though there's still plenty of snow on the ground, the weather man
tells us that real spring weather is just around the corner, and with spring
comes that king of all sports—baseball.
For some time now Coach Kenyon has been holding informal practices
for battery candidates. The reason for the early practices and interest are
twofold. First, Maine won the championship in the N. E. Conference last
year, and, second, the graduation of most of last year's regulars gives vent
to a wide-open battle for almost every position.
The Black Bears' biggest hope for a successful season lies in the veteran
battery of Phil Craig, catcher, and Bud Browne and Phil Chick, pitchers.
Craig is still convalescing from the recent basketball season, but Chick and
Browne have been working out quite regularly. Last year's battery of Catch-
er Anderson and Lefty Holmes, pitcher, will both bear plenty of watching.
FIVE sophomores at a New England university had
been assigned to report on the residential districts of
a southern city, its principal products and the location
of its plantations.
Hour after hour they thumbed through book after
book in the library—all to no avail. Then one of them
had a happy idea—why no. telephone the city's Mayor?
They did—and in a few minutes had all the informa-
tion they needed.
No matter what the question—in college, in social
life, in business — you'll find the telephone is often
the quickest, most economical way to get the answer.
Yearlings Experienced Individual Performances Brightened
Poor Year On Cinders; Black Bears Indoor Track Season;
Several Men Improved Jenkins Looks Ahead To State Meet
Gilman and Graham
Are Possibilities
For Varsity
The freshman track team had a
mediocre season, winning two out of
their five meets. The frosh got off
to a fairly good start when they held
a combined Phillips and South Port-
land High School team to a 54-45
score,
Despite the loss, the frosh looked
exceptionally good, and if they had
met either one of the combination
alone, might have succeeded in de-
feating them. Maurice Toothaker, of
Phillips, turned in an exceptionally
fine performance in the mile that day
by covering the course in 4 minutes
and 23 seconds.
Bridgton
In their meet with Bridgton Acade-
my, of Bridgton, the frosh came out
on top with a score of 53-41. By vir-
tue of their strength in the weight
events, the frosh gained an early lead
that spelled success for them, because
the Bridgton team turned in some very
good times for the running events.
Colby Frosh
The frosh journeyed to Waterville
on the following Saturday afternoon
to meet the Colby freshmen, and had
little trouble winning that meet, The
final score was 73%-.349/2. In spite
of the fact that they were running on
a strange track, the freshmen had no
trouble in defeating their rivals in a
majority of the races and most of the
field events.
Bates Frosh
Maine met a Tartar in the Bates
freshman team and were defeated by
a score of 63-46. Bates showed a re-
markably strong running team but
were not very impressive in the weight
and field events. Maybee and Sigs-
bee, of Bates, were the chief threats
of the Lewiston team and came
through in enough races to put their
team out of danger in spite of Gil-
man's and Graham's great efforts in
their respective events.
Thornton
In the last meet of the year, the
Maine Cubs were highly favored to
beat a Thorton Academy team. How-
ever, Thornton, by virtue of its
strength in the longer races, was able
to pull out a 50313-47A victory. In
this meet, Bill Gilman, of the frosh,
added to his laurels by breaking both
the 70 yard low hurdle and 45 yard
high hurdle college and meet records
for freshmen.
New Material Uncovered
This year's team produced some
.adlv needed material which Coach
Riflemen to Represent
First Army Corps Area
Placing in the top three New Eng-
land teams, the Maine varsity riflemen
are scheduled to represent the first
army corps area in the national com-
petition to be completed April 16.
Bowdoin will meet Maine in an off-
hand match tentatively arranged for
April 13. Other details are not com-
plete.
Dick Coffin, shooting in the last min-
utes of the match here Friday, piled up
the winning points for Maine to make
a 13 point victory over the Penobscot
Valley Rifle and Pistol Club. Two
weeks ago the Bangor team won a
similar match here by 25 points.
Harlow Adkins led the team with a
score of 182 out of a possible 200 in
prone and standing positions. McClure
Day and Harry Peavey followed with
181. Dick Coffin fired 180 to displace
a score of 161 which would have count-
ed in the top five. Dick Cranch shot
175. Maine's final score was 899
Jenkins will be able to work with next
year. Bill Gilman, the most promis-
ing hurdler since Johnny Gowell, has
time and again turned in record break-
ing performances. It may be justly
said that he was the most consistent
performer that the frosh had this year.
Gilman now holds most of the college
and meet records for freshmen in his
events.
Another habitual point maker was
Ben Graham. Graham was the fresh-
man mainstay in the pole vault, high
jump, and broad jump. Considered
by some the most valuable member
of the squad, Graham has contributed
more than his share of points to the
freshman cause.
In the running events, Maine pro-
duced some very promising material.
Gatcomb showed considerable im-
provement as the season wore on
and performed admirably in the last
two meets. Conti showed great abili-
ty in the 300, and with a little practice
should go places in the next few years.
Garfinkle, Ingraham, Wiggins, and
Levene, the latter a hurdler, all
showed plenty of promise throughout
the season and were instrumental in
most of the victories of the frosh. In
addition, Gorman, Susi, and Dodge
were the nucleus of the strength that
the freshmen showed in the weight
events, and much is expected of the
boys next season.
The eligibility of many of these fine
tracksters for the varsity next year
should offset some of the strength
that will be lost through graduation.
The College World...
ts, PiCtUlied
"One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Word?"
Shutters click . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot.'
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. • . but of course it is only possible to
bring you the best of these . . . in
addition to the numerous collegiate fea-
lures appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with
fttaint Cullom
1939 All-Maine Cagers
Chosen by Campus
Some time ago the Maine Campus
went out on the proverbial limb and
chose an All-Maine football team. The
limb strained but apparently didn't
crack, so we're moving out a little
further, this time choosing our version
of an All-Maine basketball team.
Left forward, Bourgoin, Maine;
right forward Rimsoulcas, Colby, cen-
ter, Woodbury, Bates; left guard,
Burrill, Colby; right guard, Wilson,
Maine,
In Bourgoin and Rimsoukas as for-
wards, we have a clever pair of high-
scoring forwards. Bourgoin's play
has often merited praise in these col-
umns. Rimsoulcas was outstanding in
every game. His floor work and un-
canny eye caused grief to every op-
posing team.
We have chosen Woodbury at cen-
ter not only for his able play but also
for his leadership ability and sports-
manship. Woodbury was a bulwark
in the Bates offense, without him the
Garnet was lost.
The easiest job of all was to pick
Bus Burrill for our team, but the most
difficult task was in what position to
place him. Bus is undoubtedly the
best all-round player in the state. Not
only did he lead the scorers but he
Was about as good a defensive man
as any coach would want.
To choose between our own Charlie
Arbor and Chick Wilson was ex-
tremely difficult, but Wilson was
slightly better offensively so, in the
final toss-up, we pick Chick Wilson.
On this sextet we have three cap-
tains and five of the leading scorers
in the state. Take them as you will.
Wrestling Class Team Wins
Match from Auburn Y.M.C.A.
Maine wrestlers from the special
gym class under Al Beverage won
five out of nine bouts against the
Auburn Y.M.C.A. team in an informal
match Friday night.
The matches were limited to eight
minutes and were chiefly for experi-
ence. After matches both teams and
coaches spent an hour exchanging ideas
and practicing.
The results were:
Auburn Y Maine
Woodbury, 195 lb. vs.
Olsen Pin
Boomer, 169 lb. vs.
Gavett Decision
Ridley, 160 lb. vs.
Kozidcy Decision
Gough, 153 lb. Decision vs.
Dearborn
Marchant, 145 lb. vs.
Zieno Pin
Taylor, 139 lb. vs.
deGraffenried
Nichols, 137 lb. Pin vs.
Nystrom
Giasson, 123 lb. Pin vs.
Bowser
Frost, 126 lb. vs.
Cranch Decision
Two-thirds of Vermont's village
communities are represented in the
University of Vermont student body.
(A.C.P.)
The University of Georgia has
banned student hitch-hiking at night
and has forbidden co-eds to hitch-hike
at any time. (A.C.P.)
Dartmouth College students played
the part of extras in a movie filmed
on the campus during the recent Win-
ter Carnival celebration. (A.C.P.)
! Six Virginia college presidents will
be instructors in the second alumnae Actress Helen Hayes became Ham-
college to be held at Randolph-Macon ilton College's second alumna this
Woman's College. (A.C.P.) month when she was awarded a Doc-
tor of Humane Letters. (A.C.P.)
Letters and Numerals
Awarded at Banquet
By Paul Ehrenfried
Ninety-seven men were awarded
letters or numerals in recognition of
their athletic ability at a banquet held
in the Memorial Gymnasium Friday
evening, March 17. Ted Curtis, facul-
ty manager, acted as toastmaster for
the banquet, and the awards were
made by Dean Latnert S. Corbett,
chairman of the Athletic Board.
The most interesting feature of the
evening was the election of honorary
captains in basketball, indoor track,
and winter sports. The varsity bas-
ketball men showed their appreciation
for the fine work done by Louis Bour-
goin this year by electing him honor-
ary captain for basketball. Hal Dyer
and Bill McCarthy were likewise
honored by being voted honorary co-
captains in varsity track, while the
nomination for honorary captain in
winter sports went to Bill Bower. The
freshmen elected Nat Crowley and
Parker Small honorary co-captains
for basketball, and Bill Gilman hono-
rary captain for track.
Awards Presented
As a reward for the showing made
by the varsity basketball team this
season, gold basketball awards were
presented to the members of the team
and coaches Bill Kenyon and Hal
Woodbury. In a short talk later in
the evening Coach Kenyon praised the
seniors on the squad, commenting on
the excellent co-operation which he
has received from them. He also ex-
pressed his regret at the coming de-
parture of Bill Wells from the coach-
ing staff. Wells has been prominent
in Maine athletics ever since his en-
trance into the university as a student,
and it is only because of more urgent
business elsewhere that he is forced
to give up his position here as coach
of freshman basketball.
Coach Chester A. Jenkins in a brief
talk complimented several members of
the varsity track team for the record-
breaking performances which they
have turned in during the season. In
particular he lauded the work of Don
Smith, Hal Dyer, Bill McCarthy,
Stan Johnson, and Ken Blaisdell.
Following the banquet, movies of
sthiswnw.inter's basketball games wereo
Guests
Included among the guests at the
head table were Coach Phil Jones,
Coach Jenkins, Stanley L. Wallace,
Dean L. S. Corbett, Harold Wood-
bury, Coach Kenyon, Bill Wells, May-
nard Hincks, Donald McNaughton,
and Theodore S. Curtis. President
Arthur A. Hauck, unable to attend
because of an alumni meeting, stated
his gratitude to the athletes for their
splendid services this year through
a letter read by Dean Corbett.
With the exception of the awards
in baseball, spring track, golf, and
tennis, the letters and numerals pre-
sented at this time are the last which
will be conferred this year.
The president of the University of
Tennessee pharmacy school senior
class is a freshman at Memphis State
Teachers College. (A.C.P.)
Ida M. Tarbell, famed biography
writer, was the lone "co-ed" at Alle-
gheny College in the class of 1876.
(A.C.P.)
Columbia University has a new
course in angling as a part of its
"camp leadership" curriculum.
(A.C.P.)
against the Penobscot Club's 886.
The team felt the loss of two high
scorers, Paul Galetine, who is out of
school with the grippe and an eye in-
flamation, and Jimmy McCain, who is
home for an appendectomy.
St, Mary's University (San Anto-
nio) is sponsoring student trips to the
two world's fairs this summer.
(A.C.P.)
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Listen to the Campus Broadcast
Atwood, McCarthy
Carried Heavy
Burdens
By Warren B. Randall
Coach Chester A. Jenkins
summed up the indoor track sea-
son in a few words at the letter-
men's banquet last week when
he said that the future looks a
lot brighter now than it did two
months ago. The varsity lost
two dual meets this winter and
won two, but individual perfor-
mances and improvements have
been so promising that it begins
to look as though Maine might
have a lot to say about the state
outdoor title.
In January, Maine was woefully
weak in the dashes, hurdles, and, to
a certain extent, the broad jump. Bob
Atwood filled Sid Hurwitz's and
Johnny Murray's shoes as well as one
man could be expected to do, and Bill
McCarthy stepped into Johnny Gow-
ell's spikes with considerbale success.
Against New Hampshire, Atwood was
held to a single third, but in the
Colby meet he took seconds in both the
70 yard dash and the 300 yard run,
besides placing third in the broad
jump. In the Bates meet he won the
dash and tied for second in the 300,
taking third in the broad jump. Fi-
nally against Northeastern he took
another pair of seconds, in the dash
and the 300, the latter in very fast
time against a speedy opponent.
McCarthy's Contributions
McCarthy competed in three or
more events in every meet, and con-
tributed heavily to the Maine score.
In the first meet he tied for first in
his pet event, the high jump, and
took second in the low hurdles. He
won the hurdles and high jump
against Colby and placed second in
the broad jump, while against Bates
he won the hurdles again, won the
broad jump, and took second in the
high jump. Against top-flight com-
petition in the Northeastern meet, he
took seconds in the broad and high
jumps and thirds in both hurdle
events.
The importance of these two men to
the squad cannot be over emphasized.
They bore the heaviest load in every
meet, since they were both filling in
in weak events, usually against ex-
ceptionally good men. This spring
they will again occupy the same key
positions, although Mel MacKenzie
may be eligible to help out in the hur-
dle events. McCarthy cannot be ex-
pected to run the 220 yard lows, 120
yard highs, and still bring in points
in his best events, the high and broad
jumps.
Bouchard and Ehrlenbach
Naturally there were other men who
deserve much credit. Included among
them is Howie Ehrlenbach who ran
a fast race in the 600 against New
Hampshire, but had to be content with
a second while his opponent broke
the meet record. Moved out of his
regular event in the Colby meet, he
still placed in both the 1000 and the
mile. He won the 600 against Bates,
and then later injured his foot. This
kept him from scoring in the North-
eastern meet. Upon Ehrlenbach and
Ken Bouchard will fall the task of
ru llll ing the 440 outdoors. Bouchard
also was a consistent scorer, winning
once or twice, and always contribut-
ing a few points.
1.ittle need be said of the work of
Blaisdell and Smith, who have had
plenty of praise already. Smith looks
like a probable winner in the IC4A
outdoor championships, and a possible
threat to John Munski, of Missouri,
the present king of the college milers.
Blaisdell has not yet shown his real
strength in the two mile, and out-
doors the speedy sophomore should
get his time under ten minutes in that
event.
All of the runners have shown ;In-
provement, and several were just be-
ginning to hit their stride at the close
of the season. Butler, Dyke, Dyer,
and Gavette may yet strengthen the
team in the dashes. In fact, Gavette
should become an even better sprinter
than Atwood, although perhaps not
this spring. The lanky newcomer
shows possibilities that Coach Jen-
kins hopes to bring out by next winter
at least.
In the longer runs, Dequine, Whith-
er, Lindell, and Clough may possibly
develop into consistent point winners.
with Dequine showing the most prom-
ise. The team is not nearly as weak
now as it was in January in the track
events.
This feature will be continued 1,1 the
nest issue of the "Campus."
Patronize Our Advertisers
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By Emily Hopkins
This late snow may be a big dis-
appointment to you but it's heaven
sent for all those lassies who enjoy
Miss Rogers' winter sports class. If
it lasts long enough, skiing will be sub-
stituted after vacation for tennis!
Volleyball is well under way with
the upperclassmen getting an early
start with their practice. All you
Freshmen'd better look to your laurels
as far as representation for this team
is concerned. The tournament out-
come may be a surprise.
The W.A.A. nominating committee
put their heads together Monday night
and presented a slate for next year's '
W.A.A. council. Voting will take
place after vacation.
Miss Lengyel attended the 25th an-
nual conference of the Eastern Society
of Directors of Physical Education for
College Women at Wellesley College
March 17 and 18. The conference was
most interesting and featured dedica-
tion of the new Recreation Building at
Wellesley.
Arts Club Sponsors Dance
Featuring University Talent
The Students' Arts Club sponsored a
stag dance Saturday. March 18, in the
Alumni Gymnasium with music by
Watie Akins' orchestra.
Ruth Trickey, vocal soloist, and the
Irish Minstrels, provided entertain-
ment.
Chaperons were: Dean and Mrs. Ed-
ward J. Allen, Dr. and Mrs. Rising L
Morrow, and Prof. and Mrs. George
McReynolds.
The committee in charge of arrange-
ments was made up of Harold Gerrish,
Robert Robertson, Carleton Cessey,
and Eunice Gale.
Short Cuts in Mathematics
Subject of Talk by Hobson
Miss Alberta Hobson, mathematics
instructor, spoke on "Short Cuts in
Mathematics" at a meeting of Sigma
Delta Zeta, mathematics club, held last
Tuesday evening.
Professor Noah R. Bryan showed
the group how to play the old game of
"Arithmetica." The meeting was open
to all those interested in mathematics.
Students Are Teaching
In Language Department
Five women students of the Depart-
ment of Romance Languages are gain-
ing experience in teaching Spanish and
French this week (luring the absence
of Dr. Wilmart H. Starr of the depart-
ment, who is in Washington, D. C.
Lucille Fogg, Patricia Gog-an, Fran-
ces Violette, and Margaret Maxwell
are conducting the classes in Spanish,
and Alma Armstrong is acting as sub-
stitute for a course in French.
This is the second opportunity afford-
ed the students in the Department of
Romance Languages this year—a sim-
ilar arrangement having been made
bat fall during the absence of Dr. Roy
H. Peterson, head of the department,
who attended a summer session con-
ference in the west.
Harvard Glee Club of 66
Will Perform Here in April
The Harvard Glee Club, sixty-six
voices strong, will sing in Memorial
Gymnasium Wednesday evening, Ap-
ril 19, under the auspices of the Maine
Christian Association and the Uni-
versity Assembly committee.
The club, a popular student "ac-
tivity" at Harvard, won recognition
of professional musicians in the early
1920's when Fritz Kreisler consented
to be its first guest soloist in a con-
cert that filled Boston Symphony Hall.
Combined with the Radcliffe College
choral society, the club appears an-
nually under the baton of Serge Kous-
sevitsky in a joint concert with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
There will be a meeting of the Bi-
ology Club Thursday, April 6, 7:15, at
Coburn Hall. Dr. Joseph Murray,
head of the Zoology department, will
give an illustrated lecture, "Our Ili
ological Station at Lamoine." All are
welcome.
WANTED
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Women Debaters To Meet
Conn. State and B. U.
Two women's debates will be held
here after vacation, one with Connec-
ticut State and the other with Boston
University.
On April 5, Alma Fifield and Lu-
cille Maddocks will debate Connecti-
cut State on the question: Resolved:
That the United States should co-
operate with the other democracies in
preventing the spread of a dictatorial
power.
On the afternoon of April 7, they
will meet Boston University on the
question: Resolved: That the United
States government should cease the
expenditure of public funds for the
purpose of stimulating business.
Erwin Cooper, Joseph Glasser, Ed-
ward Oppenheim, and Stephen Baci-
galupo will attend the New England
Model Congress at Kingston, R. I.,
March 30 and 31. At this Model
Congress each college presents a bill
after the procedure followed in Con-
gress.
The Maine men are in the House
of Representatives and will propose
a bill for a half million dollar expen-
diture for a Nicaraguan canal. Coop-
er and Glasser will present the bill,
and the other two will present the ob-
jections to it.
M.O.C. Opened New Cabin
With Supper Hike, Sunday
The Maine Outing Club officially
opened their new cabin across the river
Sunday, March 19, with a mixed sup-
per hike.
About 25 members of MOC and
Pack and Pine were present. Those
on the committee in charge were Gor-
don Blanchard, John Fitzpatrick, Eliz-
abeth Lihbey, Margaret Sawyer, and
Dorothy Phair.
Dean Arthur I.. Deering is attend-
ing a meeting of the board of directors
of the Federal Land Bank in Spring-
field, Mass.
Collegiate Peace Contest
To Be Held Here April 10
The finals for the annual Peace
Contest will be held here at the Uni-
versity of Maine on Friday, April 14,
with Bates, Colby, and Maine repre-
sentatives participating.
The preliminaries for this contest
arc to be held here on April 10.
The entrants must have an original
oration, not over 1700 words in length,
which may be on any phase of peace.
No person who has won the contest
before is eligible to enter. The first
prize is $50, the second prize $30, and
the third prize $20.
All who wish to enter the Peace
Contest should see Dr. Howard L.
Runion as soon as possible and choose
their topics, so they may register im-
mediately after vacation.
The Social Service Committee of the
Y.W.C.A. gave a theatre party for
about thirty Orono children Saturday,
March 18, with the Strand Theatre,
which showed Iluckloborry Finn, act-
ing as host.
The Sunday arts and crafts classes,
the Christmas party, and the theatre
party, which is the conclusion of the
year's work, comprise the program of
work done by that committee this year.
Elizabeth Reid, chairman, Alice
Smith, and Mary Ellen Buck, were the
members of the committee who assisted.
Clifford Daigle will be the delegate
for the Education Club at the four-
teenth annual spring conference of the
Eastern-states Association of Profes-
sional Schools for Teachers meeting
in New York March 30-April 1.
FOR RENT
Three furnished rooms for
light housekeeping
available any time now
Apply to
Craig, the Tailor
DENTISTRY
The field of dentistry today offers to college students an attractive
career. It provides a worthy intellectual challenge, a life of profes-
sional service with satisfactory income, and an opportunity for research
and teaching in this division of medical science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania has prepared more than six
thousand graduates %silo are occupying positions of importance in the
profession throughout the world. Its course of instruction is of
the highest order.
Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to
THE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
40711 & SPRUCE STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
111ORTHEASTERA UAIUERSITY
SCHOOL ai LAW
DAY PROGRAM .. . Three Years
EVENING PROGRAM ... Four Years
A minimum II two years of college work required
for admission.
A limited number of scholarships available to
college graduates.
LL.B. Degree conferred. Admits men and women.
47 Mt. Vernon St.. Boston ifit, Neat State House
Campus Calendar
March 23 Thursday
7:30 p.m. Contributors' Club pre-
sents Carl Sandburg.
Memorial Gymnasium.
March 25 Saturday
11 :00 a.m. Spring Recess Begins.
Apirl 4 Tuesday
8:00 a.m. Spring Recess Ends.
April 6 Thursday
7:00 p.m. Biology Club Meeting.
Coburn.
April
1:00
9:00
April
4:15
7 :30
April
4 :00
7 Friday
p.m. Campus Meeting. M.C.A.
Sophomore Hop.
9 Sunday
p.m. Vesper Service.
Radio Broadcast.
WLBZ
13
pin
Thursday
Women's Forum. Wo-
men's Varsity Debate.
U. of M. vs. Middlebury.
Hawthorne Is Speaker
At Faculty Arts Club
.A meeting of the Faculty Arts Club
was held Saturday evening, March 18,
at the home of Professor A. M. Tur-
ner.
.Manning Hawthorne, great grand-
son of Nathaniel Hawthorne and in-
structor in the English department,
spoke on the friendship between the
poets Hawthorne and Longfellow.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Reynolds were
assistant hosts.
DOTEN
(Continued from Page One)
The new business manager, who has
been with the State Highway Com-
mission since he was graduated in
1923, finds it very pleasant to be back
on campus and is enjoying his work
with the administration.
THE CAMPUS
(Continued from Page One)
"The class in practical journalism
comprising the board of editors of the
Campus will meet "
One might be interested to note that
the co-eds had a column all to them-
selves. So-and-so went home for the
week end, and so-and-so received a
call from the pastor of her home town
church. Could this be called the be-
ginning of the Snoops column?
After an immense set-back caused
by the war, the Campus gained a little
in 1918, returned to its 1914 status
in 1919, and in 1923 became a six-
column paper, with the names of two
reporters on the masthead. The full
strength of the increase in school spir-
it predicted in 1900 was made mani-
fest. By the end of that school year
the Campus could boast a staff of
eighteen reporters and some star re-
porters to boot. And to top it all
off the Campus now runs an extra on
the mayoralty election. Just like a
metropolitan daily!
OPEN HOUSE
(Continued from Yogi' Onc)
Nolan, chemical engineering; Prof.
Everett L. Roberts, electrical engi-
neering; Prof. Ralph A, Sawyer, en-
gineering drafting; Prof. Edward J.
Bogan, chemistry; Prof. Marion D.
Sweetman, home economic; Prof.
Paul D. Bray, pulp and paper; and
Prof. Theron A. Sparrow, mechani-
cal engineering.
Last year's total registrati,,n showed
a 50% increase over the tir,t year's
figures.
Professor Himy B. Kirshen spoke
on the National Labor Relation, Ad-
ministration to the combined 1.ions
Clubs of this district at liar Harbor
Wednesday.
ALUMNI AWARD
(Continued from Page One)
Lieutenant Colonel, and is president
of the Y.W.C.A. She was secretary
of the Arts Club, as a junior, and is
a member of the Spanish Club.
Ruth Pagan, a major in history and
government, and member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, is president of
W.S.G.A. She has been a member
of the Sophomore Eagles, Arts Club,
Maine Day Committee, Class Ex-
ecutive Committee, and vice president
of W.S.G.A. She is an All-Maine
Woman, and was president of the
Contributors' Club her junior year.
Madge Stacy majors in economics
and psychology, and is a member of
Chi Omega sorority. A member of
Sigma Mu Sigma, Arts Club, W.S.
G.A., Student Senate, Sigma Delta
Zeta, she was a Sophomore Eagle.
She has been secretary and treasurer
of W.A.A. She has been a member
of the volleyball team, the All-Maine
Hockey team, and manager of bas-
ketball. She is now president of
Balentine Hall, and an All-Maine
Woman.
BIOLOGY CLUB
(Continued from Page One)
quine, wild life; Kendrick Hodgdon,
botany; Martha Hutchins, zoology;
Michael Kroll, pre-medical; Robert
Montgomery, wild life; George Ris-
man, pre-medical; O'Neil Robertson,
pre-medical, and Merle Wing, ento-
mologist.
Dr. Joseph Murray, head of the zo-
ology department, will give an illus-
trated informal lecture, "Our Biologi-
cal Station at Lamoine," at the next
meeting. Thursday evening, 7:15,
April 6. At this same time actual
organization of the club will take
place.
TECH SENIORS
(Continued from Page One)
The fifteen civil engineers under
Professor Weston S. Evans are: Ruel
Blackwell, Francis Cramer, Elroy
Day, Carleton Doak, Morris Ernst,
William Glover, William Hilton,
Charles Holbrook, Chester Jones,
William Page, Leonard Pratt, George
Sawyer, Harry Shute, Earle Tibbetts,
and William Ward.
The twenty-seven mechanical engi-
neers on the trip are: Wilfred Bet-
toney, Robert Bramhall, Austin Cham-
berlain, Frank Collins, Kenneth Crab-
tree, Samuel Crowell, James Cun-
ningham, Carl Davis, Hamilton Dyer,
Russell Gamage, Stephen Groves,
Frederick Harnden, Donald Haskell,
Charles Hill, Sheldon Howard, Regi-
nald MacDonald, Melvin MacKenzie,
Elwood Millett, Lauress Parkman,
Alexander Raye, John Raye, Earle
Reed, Ralph Sanborn, Robert Shera-
ton, Carl Toothaker, Thomas Verrill,
and Algird Yozukevich. Professor
William J. Sweetscr is in charge of
the group.
Chemists out to watch the indus-
trial application of the test tube are
Charles Blanchard, Philip Corrigan,
Orris Dean, Robert Doe, Albert Dy-
son, Robert Feero, Robert Graffam,
Charles Huntoon, Alan Kirkpatrick,
Gerald Murphy, Beverly Nason, New-
ton Rodgers, Stanley Titcomb, and
John Whitney. Professor John G.
Caulfield is in charge.
Professor William E. Barrows is
directing the ten electrical engineers
who are: Jose Alfonso, Richard Boy-
er, Carleton Clark, Louis Costrell,
Theodore Grant, John Harriman,
Robert Kirkland, Mark Smith, Fred-
erick Stetson, and Thomas Williams.
Beverly Nason, chemistry student,
is the only girl on the tour.
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(senior retail tobacconist
in WasItington, D. C.)
. . or any one of the
it 1,094,492 tobacco dealers
in the United States about
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied
Combination
Chesterfield
CIGARETTES
frogssT ruaxisoi DOMESTIC TOZACCOS
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He'll say. ..Look what it says
on the back of the package...
"Chesterfield Cigarettes are a balanced blend
of the finest aromatic Turkish tobacco and the
choicest of several American varieties blended
in the correct proportion to bring out the finer
qualities of each tobacco."
When you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure...why THEY SATISFY
Copyrtgbe 1931.
Imam a MYIIII/ Toescco Co.
hesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied
...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
SIX STEPS TO
MORE SMOKING
PLEASURE
AGEING—Chesterfield's mild
ripe tobaccos, like fine wines, are
aged for two or more years in huge
wooden casks. Here they gradu-
ally acquire that true Chesterfield
mildness and better taste which give
millions of smokers more pleasure.
STEMMING —"Almost human"
is what they say about the inter.
esting stemming machines, whose
fingers pick up the tobacco, leaf
by leaf and take out the stem,
leaving only the mild, tender,
good.tasting part of the leaf to go
into the making of Chesterfields.
_
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BLENDING—There is only one
Chesterfield blend ... the blend
that can't be copied a happy
combination of the viorld's best
American and Turkish tobaccos.
Just the right proportions to make
Chesterfield a milder, better-tast-
ing cigarette.
PAPER—Every Chesterfield you
smoke is wrapped in pare cigarette
paper— the finest cigarette paper
made. That's another reason why
Chesterfields are milder and bet-
ter-tasting.
MAKING —Almost faster than
the eye can follow, Chesterfield,
come rolling out of the marvel-
ous cigarette making machines.
Chesterfield, are alums, roma, firm
and omll.filled.
PAC KAGINO —Truly amazing
are the packaging machines which
wrap and seal Chesterfields in
their air-tight, moisture•proof
packages. Regardless of where
you buy them, Chesterfields reach
you as fresh as Hu day they were
mels.
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